Football Hero
Written by Tim Green

Ty Lewis is a 12-year-old middle school student who’s hoping to play football, but his Uncle Gus has other plans. Ty is enlisted after school and on Saturdays to help out in the family cleaning business. So his dreams are dashed … for now.

Through some persuasion, Gus agrees to let Ty play for the middle school team. During a scrimmage, Ty shows everyone what he can do and becomes Coach V’s go-to guy.

Ty’s older brother, Thane “Tiger” Lewis, is a college football star and is being mentioned as a first-round draft pick for the New York Jets. Unfortunately, Uncle Gus has some nasty and illegal ideas about how Tiger can help him financially.

When Tiger doesn’t agree to Gus’s ideas, a scheme is hatched that could get Ty in trouble and Tiger kicked out of the NFL. This is a great story for a fan of any team sport. You will be cheering for the good guys to come out on top!

Best for grades 4–8